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We have already presented at a Lattice conference [1] an algebraic algorithm that allows to apply the coordinate-space method by Lüscher and Weisz [2] to two-loop lattice integrals with gluon and Wilson-fermion propagators. In order to test the method, we have recently redone [3] a twoloop computation of the critical mass for Wilson fermions [4] .
For Wilson fermions, the dressed inverse fermion propagator has the form
where, setting the lattice spacing equal to one,
The additive mass renormalization δm B is obtained by requiring S −1 (0, δm B ) = 0, i.e.
This equation can be solved in perturbation theory by expanding
We have computed Σ (1) and Σ (2) for r W = 1, gauge group SU (N ), and N f fermionic flavour species, in the Feynman gauge.
In Ref. [5] we already reported the analytic oneloop expression for the fermionic self-energy Σ L . Our result was expressed in terms of three purely bosonic constants Z 0 , Z 1 and F 0 and of 12 numerical constants that appear in the presence of Wilson fermions. The numerical values of these constant are obtained by using a powerful recursive method that gives very precise results [5, 6] . This algorithm generalizes the method we introduced for purely bosonic integrals in [7] . In practice, we have computed all constants but F 0 with 60-digit precision.
At one-loop order
where c
are the contributions of the two contributing diagrams. In terms of the basic integrals they are given by
Summing up the two contributions we obtain
The constant is in excellent agreement with the result of Ref. [4] ,
. At two loops there are 26 diagrams. They are numbered as in Ref. [4] in order to simplify the comparison. The i-th diagram gives a contribution of the form
3,i .
In Table 1 we report the results given in Ref. [4] and those obtained here by using the configuration-space method. When we have not reported an error, the precision we achieve is much higher than the reported digits. This occurs in general when the diagram is the product of one-loop integrals. All results are in agreement with those presented in Ref. [4] . Only for diagram 6 there is apparently a (very) small underestimation of the error, which is negligible in the sum of all contributions. In Table 1 diagrams are grouped together in order to obtain infraredconvergent results, but this not necessary in our method. Indeed, we can compute each of them separately, by introducing an infrared regularization. To test the results, we have used four different infrared regularizations:
(a) We add a mass in the denominators of the propagators. Explicitly, for the gluon (∆ B (k)) and for the fermion (∆ F (k)) propagator we use:
We regularize the gluon propagator as in (a), but use instead the correct Wilsonfermion propagator
(c) We regularize the Wilson fermion as in (a), but use the massless propagator for the gluon.
(d) We regularize the Wilson fermion as in (b) and the massless propagator for the gluon.
As an example, we report in Table 2 the divergent and the finite contribution of three diagrams whose sum is infrared finite. If we write
where (x) refers to the chosen infrared regularization, we get the results reported in Table 3 . Individual diagrams depend on the regularization but their sum does not. Table 1 Coefficients c
2,i and c
3,i . For each of them we report in the first line the result of Ref. [4] , obtained by means of a momentum-space integration, and in the second line our result, obtained by means of the coordinate-space method. Table 3 Contribution from different regularizations.
